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Archival Issues 39.1: Chock Full of Archival Goodness

By Alexandra A. A. Orchard, CA, Archival Issues Editorial Board Chair, Wayne State University

Archival Issues 39.1 is currently on its way to press, so if you have not yet received it, you will soon! As always, this issue is filled with great writing and interesting topics.

Jennifer King (George Washington University) presents the creation and successes of a no-budget, staff-designed and -led professional development discussion series at the Gelman Library Special Collections Research Center. Matt Gorzalski (Southern Illinois University Carbondale) analyzes his digital preservation practices and infrastructures survey that reviewed the landscape at midwestern four-year public colleges and universities. Finally, Carey Beam (Indiana University) and Carrie Schwier (Indiana University) discuss a foundation of Place-Based Education and a case study of it in action in the Indiana University Archives.

The issue includes eight book reviews. Two of the reviewed monographs are geared toward archival beginners—one as a general archival textbook, the other to establish a local history archives. An additional four reviewed works focus on specific aspects of archival work: managing moving images and sound collections, collaboration between cultural heritage professionals and others managing collections, and arrangement and description. The remaining two reviews cover a work on colonialism histories and Kate Theimer’s Well What Came Next?: Selections from ArchivesNext, 2007–2017.

Have you heard? Archival Issues always welcomes submissions! Whether you are a new author or have published before, please consider submitting to Archival Issues. For questions and submissions, please contact Archival Issues editorial board chair Alexandra A. A. Orchard at alexandra@wayne.edu.